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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES:

Answer any SIX questions.

All questions carry /7 marks each. For your guidance, the approximate mark for each part of a question is

indicated tn brackets.

You are reminded of the necessity for good faigiish and orderly presentation in your answers.

In calculations, you are advised to show all the steps in your working, giving your owner at each stage.
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of each of the follow ing in a computer systemDescribe the function
(3) Address bus
jti) Ptognin Counter
(C) Hard disk drive
Explain the difference between sequential access and random access, giving in each
storage medium that supports it

CO1.
II mMi(1
(1 in•n.case, an e
U

Determine the hexadecimal equivalent of the binary number 1111011 loioni

A floating-point number is stored using 4 bits for the mantissa and 4 bits for the exponent, bothcomplement Express the binary number 110]1110 in normalized floating-point.

(i) (a) What do you understand bv the stored program concept in Von Ncumman Architecture?
(h ) A machine instruction is made of two mam parts. Describe each of these parts.
(c) State two important things that should be considered when designing an instruction set

(m) U)
Un,

(b) t ’sing X -hit one's complement notation, add the numbers 99 and 67 Mi)H mM„(cl ,n
•4 mM,,

2 12 ^,fVit
< 2
14

(n) Consider the truth table below with inputs A and B, and outputs X and Y.

YXBA
0000
1l10
00 11
001 1

(a) Deduce Boolean expressions for X and Y. Simplify where necessary. f 2*sfcji
(b) Construct a corresponding logic circuit for the above table with inputs A and B. and outputs X and y

(3 mirks-
(2 rasrlj ,(iii) ( a i Explain how increasing the size of RA M can improve the performance of a computer.

(b) How man', bits are required to address a 4K x 8 main memory ifthc memory is byte-addressable 1

(2 ntirkj|

(a) System call
(b) Context switch
(c) Interrupt

(2 mart}!
(2 marks)

(2 mats)

(a ) What is a process in operating system context? State two activities of the operating system in rehucc to
process management

(b) Explain the difference between a CPU-bound process and an l/O-bound process.

(liif Four processes PI, P2, P ,̂ and P4 arc scheduled to
time and duration of each of the four processes.

(3 mirks)

(2 marks)

single CPU. The following table shows theatricuse a
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7 , (0 (a) What iis a count]ng loop ’ What iiiret actions do counting loops typically perform using the counter
(2 marks)

sum of a set of numbers, why is it critical that an accumulator
y initialuse< ? What must the initial value of the accumulator be?

variable?
( ) When a loop is used to compute the

variable for the sum be propcrl
(2 marks)
(2 marks)

(c) wo mam differences between a while loop and a repeat loop

in
faction Mkey) = key modulo 9, insert in the order given, the keys 5, 29, 20, 0. 27 and• table of size 9 Use linear probing to handle collisions.

wchan describes the logic of a certain logic gate where the values of A and B arc binary digits.

(6 marks)

Start

Input A And B7

is NO
A = 0?

Yes

IsYes NO
B * 0?i

C - l

T
/ Output C

Stop

Determine the output of the above algorithm for the following pain of values of A and B: (0,0), (0.1).
(1,0) and (1,1), Present your answer in tabular form with column headings correctly labeled. (4 marks) **

(b) State tbe logic gate whose logic is described in the above flowchart.

(a)

(1 mark)
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(b) Determine the
icsc ixoocsvi will IK scheduled

average turnaround lime* lot these processes
(2 murks)
(4 marks)

average waiting lime mid

(i) llto following M’ticma irpinscnls * rcW*ion fnmi a school .hi The underlined field* are key fields
ibIKi iilttNiiuk-mi.i , StudentNsme.
State three types of dependem
example of each
Mindful of how relational databns
ihuxi noimal form (3NF).

DateOfBirth. SubjvcKode.SiibiectTitlc, tirade. Grade-Point )

h Ihill exist between tlit- .illnhutcs in tlie above relation, tu
(»)

. giving an
(6 marks)

arc designed, show how the above relation will be represented in
(b) cs

< 3 marks)

()') (a) Write an SQL stnictnnii which civulcs
Smdi'ntNttHm,

a new table called tblStudent, with three fields Stiulemld
and / ( tfHtrth Make Studentld the primary key. (3 marks)

Write an SQL Statement for the table tMStudent that would change the name of a student from "Jane.ihiwcnto"Ahone J/inv"
(b )

(3 marks)
_ _i in the
( 2 marks)

to Write an SQL Mntement for the table tblStudent that would ivlum the total number of students
table.

<i> One of the components ol a data communication system is the protocol.
(a) What is a protocol ' Slate two reasons why protocols arc necessary m data communications. (3 marks)
(b) Describe the protocolsHI IP and I( I*, slating the OSI layer in which each operates. (4 m irks)
(c) Describe two other components ot a communication system jj marks)

» n) With the help ot a diagram in each ease, explain the difference between the
(a) Serial transmission awl parallel transmission
(b) Client-server network and peer-to-peer network

following networking terms
(4 marks)

(4 marks)

( a) What is a prototype in software development?
( b) 1 splain the difference between incremental prototyping and evolutionary prototyping.(c) State two advantages ofprototyping

(li) Mosi businesses utib/c infonnation
or organi/alionnl level.

<0 (2 marks)
(4 marks)
(2 marks)

systems, each with functionality that assists iin managing a particular unit
U l l t l ^siem? Name two types of information s> steins that can he used at theoperational level in an organisation

(b) Desenlie two types ul reports that can be generated by a management reporting system
(e) Doacribc one wayby which data entered into a computer-based information system can be

(3mnrks)
(4 marks)

verified.

(2 marks)
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8. (0 (a' Explain what i
(b) Distinguish betw

<m (a)
(b) The letters P. W. O, E. I. R. U. T and Ybmnn search tree. Draw th(c) Which node is the post-order

(iii) Consider the
integers.

is meant bv » programming paradigm?
pt niti\ e programming and declarative programming

a linked list.

are to lie inserted, m the givt n oniri into ail initially empty
(4 murks)

predecessor of node U in the binary search tree m ii(ii) above? ( I murk )

is a subprogram, x, y, numl and mm2 arc positive

( 2 murks)
(2 IIIark11

( 2 minks)

c 00Responding binary search tree.

pseudo code fragment below where this ( )

1 . Suh th i s ( x , y )
X *- X + y
y - x - y
X - X - y

EndSub

2 .
3.
4 .
5.
/ * Main program*/

Bogin
Get numl
Get num?
this ( numl , num2 )
Print (numl , num2 )

6.
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
11. End

(a) Gi \ e one example each of an actual parameter and a formal parameter used in the pseudo codefragment above. (2 marks)
State the output on line 10. given that the input values for numl and num2 are 3 and 5 respectively and

(2 marks)
(2 marks)

(b)
parameters are passed by value.

Is the subprogram this ( ) a function or a procedure? Explain why(c)

+
i

*

+
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